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MY STUDENTSTEASE
OU HAVERUINEDOUR VACATION,"
at the close of a course on the cultural studies of gender and
Itravel. Since inflicting guilt and eliminatingpleasureare not the
goals of the course, I remindthem thatcritiqueis not necessarilya form
of rejection.Critiqueof what one loves and knows best is what we learn
to do in feminist studies,where so many of us begin our workby looking
at the family. Feminists critiquethe family by deconstructingit, historicizing its structuresand practices, analyzing its normalizingoperations
in specific contexts, and even reenvisioning or reworkingit, but few of
us reject our own families. So it is with an activity as complex and pervasive as travel. Moderns value mobility, especially leisure travel, and
many of us take traveling for granted.But if travel is central to modernity, then the critique of travel must be a fundamentalpriority in contemporarycritical practices. In this critical approachto deconstructing
somethingthat one engages deeply and cares about,the term travel signifies the multiple aspects of an expandedfield including transportation
and communications technologies, divisions of labor, and representational practices. Travel in this expanded sense leads to a theoretical
practice,to theorizingsubjectsand meaningin relationto the variedhistories of the circulationsof people, goods, and ideas.
The relation between theory and travel is embedded in etymology.
One of the older definitions of theory stemming from Greek antiquity
refersto a "bodyof theorssent by a stateto performsome religiousrite or
duty."These sacred envoys, while described as a "solemn legation,"apparentlywere also markedby theirsplendiddressandsumptuousmode of
travel.Whatis most interesting,given more recent developments,is that
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7.1

the state-sponsoredtheor is also referredto as a
"spectator,"as "one who travels in order to see
things."This history spursJamesCliffordto describe theory as a "product of displacement,
comparison, a certain distance" (177). That is,
theorizingrequiresthe authenticatingactivity of
travel, moving to see things as a witness and an
observer.Also linked to the allusion to the dress
and appearanceof the theor is the archaicsense
of theory as a "sight"or "spectacle,"tying the
termeven more firmlyto another,theater.Looking and being looked at in turnmay signal a performative dimension of knowledge formation
that expands this interdisciplinarydefinition of
traveleven further.Certainlythis emphasison the
empoweringpropertiesof the visual, so integral
to modernnotions of subjectformationand perspective since the EuropeanEnlightenment,resonatesin the classicaltermsfor travelandtheory.
But if theory can be defined as a kind of
traveling, travel can be defined as a manifestation of pain or work. Etymologically, travel is
linked to travail, or "labor,toil, suffering, trouble."Thus,in additionto the more commonplace
meaning of taking a journey, travel evokes hard
labor (including childbirth)and difficulty. This
aspect of both traveland theorybearsfurtherexamination:the labor of theorizing,the troubling
of subjects of theory, or the work of travel and
theory.Following this vein of etymologicalmusing, Clifford defines travel as "a range of practices for situating the self in a space or spaces
grown too large, a form of both explorationand
discipline"(177). EdwardSaid also investigates
the workof theory,its travelor travail,in his discussion of secularcriticismandthe productionof
knowledge. In his essay "Traveling Theory,"
Said arguesthatthe circulationof ideas andtheories is an "enablingcondition of intellectual activity" in modernity (226). But the work of
travelingtheoryis complex andnot always easily
accomplished. The successful transportationof
theoryor ideas, he argues,requiresfour stages:
First,thereis a pointof origin,or whatseems
like one, a set of initialcircumstances
in which
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the idea came to birthor entereddiscourse.
Second,thereis a distancetransversed,a passage throughthe pressureof variouscontexts
as the idea moves froman earlierpointto anothertime andplacewhereit will come into a
newprominence.Third,thereis a set of conditions-call themconditionsof acceptanceor,
as an inevitable part of acceptance, resistances-which thenconfrontsthe transplanted
theoryor idea,makingpossibleits introduction
or toleration,howeveralienit mightappearto
be. Fourth,the now full (or partly)accommodated(or incorporated)idea is to some extent
transformed
by its newuses,its newpositionin
a newtimeandspace.
(226-27)
In this accountof travel,therearereferences
to birth,distance, resistance, incorporation,and
transformation.I am most interested in Said's
situatingof theory,in the stresson locationin his
descriptionof travel.Both Said and Cliffordemphasize the locational imperativesof any notion
of travel. As Cliffordwrites in an essay that can
be read as a companion piece to Said's, "[L]ike
any act of travel, theory begins and ends somewhere." To theorize, to critically engage or to
know, one "leaveshome"(177). The conditionof
estrangementor distancefroma "pointof origin"
or field, discipline, national or culturalcontext,
and so on has been identified as a foundational
structurein modernist thought, and there is always more to be said aboutthis complex articulation. But following Said's modernist and
Clifford's postmodernistinterventions into the
productionof theoryand the work of the critic, I
would like to focus on the imbrication of location in the discourse of travel. The trajectoryof
knowledge and ideas as they "begin and end
somewhere"speaks to a vital aspect of subject
formationin modernity.In the currentmomentin
metropolitanlife, when so much of the worldappearsto be linkedby global media, transnational
finance and culture,and other manifestationsof
contemporary mobility and speed, how do we
understand"pointsof origin"and the "where"of
"somewhere"?How do we theorize the locatedness of travelin an era of globalization?
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Location is as difficult to take for granted
as travel without an investigation of rhetorical
and material histories. How subjects move or
do not move tells us much aboutwhat counts as
human, as culture, and as knowledge. In particular, how do globalized information technologies, with their incumbent machinery and
heavily freighted divisions of labor, come to
be characterizedas transitoryand light, as playful practices of subjectivity that enable users
to slip the moorings of location and materiality? Cyberspace may appearto be the ultimate
vacation from the Puritanwork ethic and from
grounded industries of liberal modernity, but
a closer look reveals location and materialityin
the mobility and disembodied discursive practices of new information technologies. Yet, as
technologies of transportationand communication become more and more disembodied,more
and more displacedfrom corporeality,and more
and more a practiceof mind or a simulation,the
unified subject of the EuropeanEnlightenment
is less and less a requirement. Whether or not
we believe such a creatureexists or ever existed,
the shift in the paradigmof the subjectis significant enough to warranttheorization.

Cyberphilia
June21st 1995.If a dateis neededforthestartof
the New NomadicAge, this is as good as any.
atHakodatein Japan,Flight
Latethatafternoon,
No. ANA857 was stalledon the local airport
runway.Thereason-a hijack.Inthefollowing
16 hours,twelvephonecalls frompassengers
usingtheirmobilephonestoldpolicethatthehijackerwasaged22-30, thathe woresunglasses,
jeansandwhitesneakers,thathe wason theupperfloorof the aircraftandthathe appearedto
be lightlyarmed.Actingonthisinformation,
police stormedtheplaneandarrestedthehijacker
withoutill effectsexceptthata stewardesswas
slightlyinjuredandone of thepassengers,pop
singerTokikoKato,complainedof being"worn
out and wantingto sleep."Therecould be no
betterexampleof thepowerof one of theearly
tools of the New NomadicAge-the mobile
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telephone-to alterevents.The phoneis just
the startof it. Overthe nextdecadetechnology
will deliverto us a rangeof tools thatwill give
us all thefacilitiesof ourhomesandoffices-in
ourpockets.
(MakimotoandManners1-2)
At the turn of the twenty-first century, the
rhetoricof cyberspaceandinformationtechnologies relies heavily on a hyperbole of unlimited
power throughdisembodied mobility. Whether
we read theorizations of new cityscapes published by university presses or advertisements
in magazines for wireless Internetconnections,
references to boundless space, unfettered mobility, andspeedy transfersabound.In this heady
environment, new technologies promise everincreasing powers of transformationand transport-applied to information, business, and
self-and the benefits of surveillanceand tracking. Moreandmorein this context,the conceptof
a personor of humanbeings appearsto dependon
the attenuatedpossibilities of cyberspace. If the
heavy, even immovable,facts of embodiedexistence can be amelioratedor dischargedthrough
the creationof new identities on the Internet,for
example, or throughnew collective personas or
communities, then what or who counts as a person becomes transformed.The self is believed to
have expandedcapacitiesas soon as it is released
fromthe fixed locationof the body,builtenvironment, or nation. But the self is always somewhere, always located in some sense in some
place, andcannotbe totallyunhoused.New technologies appearto promise ever-increasingdegrees of disembodimentor detachment,yet they
areas embeddedin materialrelationsas any other
practices.They requirehardindustriesas well as
light ones; in addition to the bright and mobile
worldof designersand users,humanhandsbuild
the machines in factories thatare located in specific places regulatedby particularpolitical and
economic practices. Thus, in the production of
the machineryand materialsof cyberspace, another form of mobility can be discerned, that of
labor in this moment of globalization. Determined by exigency, diasporas,and markets,this
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mobilityis more strictlyboundedthanthe apparentjouissance of cyberspace.But an understanding of the history of concepts and metaphorsof
displacement in modernitybrings these diverse
mobilities into relation with one another.They
cannotbe reducedto the same thing,but they can
be linked throughrepresentationallegacies and
politicalpastsandfutures.
The rhetoricof cyberspaceproposes a kind
of travelthat expandson a long historyof metaphors of displacement. The emancipation of
ideas promised by flows across borders and
boundariesis a WesternEnlightenmentdreamno boundariesfor the mind of the subject.In this
structuringfantasy,the body may be imprisoned
or constrained,but throughprintmedia or communicationstechnologies ideas can move where
bodies cannot or achieve mobility in ways that
are denied to bodies. Or, driven out of a homeland, pursuingpersonal safety or economic stability, the exiled or immigrant body brings its
ideas and theories with it. Which bodies? Under what conditions? In Western modernity,
universalized displacement is so structurally
foundationalfor the unified subjectthat any examination of the material differences and uneven social relations that create and depend on
such distinctions is discouraged or mystified
(Kaplan).From the democraticspatializationof
the public sphere to the interiorizedconsciousness of the boundedindividualsubject,Western
modernity since the Enlightenment tends to
privilege mobility of one kind or another.If differences between mobilities matter,the stakesin
one kind or anothercan be summoned into and
out of view as a matterof political convenience.
Most Enlightenmentpolitical philosophies and
social structuressharethe tendency to celebrate
mobility, oscillating among democratic, imperialist, and fascist notions of expansion and
movement in varioushistorical moments.Technologies emerge from this context and not the
other way around.Thatis, the rhetoricof explanation and definition connected to most information and communications technologies is
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drawnfrom the same pool of metaphorsgenerated in and throughWesternmodernity.
These circulations and expansions appear
to be economically, politically, and intellectually beneficial, giving rise to innovation and
new kinds of identities and communities. However, the movements can be viewed also as discrete, always uneven, and infused with power
relations of tremendouscomplexity. Thus, contemporary power relations require fixed locations and mobile circulations-both aspects are
a crucial dynamic in capitalist cultures across
the span of modernity.Perhapsthis tension between mobility and location in the promise of
the EnlightenmentpromptedTheodorAdorno's
mid-twentieth-centuryaphorism"Dwelling, in
the propersense, is now impossible" (38). Certainly, Adorno was deploringthe horrorsof war
and his own refugee experience. But the bittersweet pathos of displacement'senablingpowers
for the artist,the energizingjolt that influxes of
new populationsbringto the economies and cultures of the metropoles, and the emergence of
postcolonialaestheticsand culturalpracticescan
be traced throughoutthe social theories of the
Frankfurtschool as well as the work of Raymond Williams, for example. The intense contradictionsof late capitalism,especially notable
in the modernistfrictions between old and new,
have given rise to impossibilities of all sorts:
wonderful, horrifying, frustrating, and worrisome. This postmoderncondition, so famously
celebratedandlamentedby legions of criticsand
social commentators,can be seen as, if anything,
the returnof the Enlightenment'scontradictions
writ largerand more powerfully thanksto globalized practicessuch as media, communications,
and transnationalfinanceand business (Lyotard;
Harvey).The oscillationandtensionbetweenthe
liberating promise of mobility and the security
of fixed location is one of modernity'smost enduringand complex oppositionalbinaries.
The value placed on mobility in representations of subjectivity in cyberspace or new technologies is not new, then, but can be seen to be
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the full articulation of something old: travel.
Travel proceeds from some point in space and
time and endures across a span of places, to result in an arrivalor a returnto a fixed site. More
specifically,following the concept of the voyage
of the Athenian theor, foundational to Western
culture is the idea that travel produces the self,
makes the subject through spectatorship and
comparison with otherness. Thus, in this ideology of subjectivity,distance is the best perspective on and route towardknowledge of self and
others.Self-knowledge,standpoint,thenrequires
a point of origin, a location that constitutes the
subject as a viewer and a world of objects that
can be viewed or surveyed(Gombrich;Curry).
Since the EuropeanRenaissance,the viewer's eye has been construedto be centralto perception. This Cartesian visual scenario should
not be oversimplifiedor generalized since it incorporates numerous versions and counterversions that subvert or complicate the distancing
gaze or "scopic regime" of Enlightenmentperspective (Jay; Poole). But it is reasonable to
argue that sight is a privileged sense in the discourse of subjectivity and knowledge in Western modernity,providing significant metaphors
for and influences on the design and implementation of technologies. The desire to visualize
the invisible, to peer into otherwise occluded
spaces of interiorityor outer space, links exploration, expansion, and sight to the constitution
of science and medicine in the modern period
(Cartwright).The invention and use of the microscope, magnifying lenses, and other devices
generatedmetaphorsof internalor local exploration that resonated with the activities of economic and political expansion in the world at
large, activities that requirednew technologies
of mapping,navigation,and surveying.The current momentis no less concernedwith visuality
and technologies generated by modern scopic
regimes. As BarbaraMaria Stafford has said,
communicationstechnologies organizeinformation in increasingly disembodied forms: "We
communicatewith images of people, with 'arti-
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ficial persons,' existing as bites, bytes, and bits
of optical and auralmessages. Flesh and blood,
or tactility, recede in the presence of mediated
encounters" (26). Similarly, Donna Haraway
has arguedthat the "perversecapacity"of Western Enlightenmentvision distances "the knowing subject from everybody and everything in
the interests of unfettered power" (188). Haraway warns that new technologies are without
apparentlimit, extending the worst tendencies
of Enlightenment subjectivity-the rending of
subjectand object in the name of power:
[T]heeye of any ordinaryprimatelike us can
be endlessly enhancedby sonographysystems, magnetic resonance imaging, artificial
intelligence-linked graphic manipulation systems, scanningelectron microscopes, computeraided tomographyscanners,color enhancement
techniques, satellite surveillancesystems, home
and office VDTs, cameras for every purpose
from filming the mucous membrane lining the
gut cavity of a marine worm living in the vent
gases on a fault between continental plates to
mapping a planetary hemisphere elsewhere in
the solar system.
(189)

This descriptiveexplanationevokes the crowded
and speedy vision of technoscience in advanced
capitalismand, in particular,the normalizedmiof science and surveillancein
crominiaturization
metropolitan daily life. Haraway charges that
such a scopic regime begets "unregulatedgluttony; all perspectivegives way to infinitely mobile vision."She calls for a reconfiguredsocialist
feminist praxisof objectivityto discipline vision
and make manifest its situated materiality:
"Feminist objectivity is about limited location
and situatedknowledge,not abouttranscendence
and splittingof subjectandobject"(189-90).
The argumentfor "situatedknowledge"as a
new form of looking andknowing theorizes embodiedspacesas ideal communities,whose members generate collaborative identities through
learning "how to see faithfully from another's
point of view,"even, as Harawayputs it, "when
the otheris ourown machine"(189-90). Who are
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these trulydifferentothersin ourworld who will
teach us their standpoint? Does metropolitan
Westernculturestill producetrulydifferentothers
who mustbe cast out in orderto be reclaimed?Do
the romanticnarrativesof banishmentandrescue
still serve the same epistemologicalfunction?To
see faithfully,however,"fromanother'spoint of
view" suggests somethingauthenticandreal,utterlydistinct,thatcan be lovingly andattentively
learned.In this regard,it is difficultnot to thinkof
MaryShelley's scientistandhis monster,engaged
in theirtragicHegeliandialectic.If the otheris always requiredfor ourmaking,thenwe musthave
a clear sense, firstof all, thatwe area discreteentity thatis empoweredto this extent and, second,
thatwe can visualize andthusknow the monster.
Thatis, to continuethe allusion,can Dr.Frankenstein andthe creatureacknowledgetheirkinship
and sharedculturethroughanythingelse besides
horrifiedrecognitionandenragedrejection?
The pleasures of the possibility of this new
relationbeyond identificationand rejection,figured as between pluralsubjects or subjects who
are situated and embodied, are argued for in
N. Katherine Hayles's study of the technoculture of "posthumans."Careful to distinguish
herself from the glib "techno-ecstacies"of much
of the discoursesurroundingcyberspace,Hayles
proposesan ironic use of the "ambiguitiesof the
plural"that leads towarda posthumancollectivity, "an 'I' transformedinto the 'we' of autonomous agents operatingtogetherto make a self"
(6). The performativedimensionof this conceptualization of we echoes Haraway's concern
with the excesses of fantasiesof dislocationand
unlimitedscopic powers:

standshumanlife is embeddedin a material
world of greatcomplexity,one on which we
dependforourcontinuedsurvival. (Hayles5)
Both Hayles and Harawaycall for a reconsiderationof embodimentas a way to counterthe
radical separationbetween knower and known,
viewer and object.The detachmentof body from
pluralizedsituationresults in commodification,
individualism, and alienation. Because of technologies of distanceanddisembodiment,subjects
are tracked, identified, charted, tabulated, pictured,and filed. In clusters of data recombining
and sorting themselves endlessly in machines,
subjects have an existence, a virtual reality, of
which they areneverfully aware(Poster).Simply
statingdistastefor a life as a bundleof datais not
very effective. Few modern subjects can exist
without any interface with aspects of data as
identity.The statedoes not recognizeor takecare
of subjectswho cannotbe hailed in this systematic process. Yet computer-assistedtechnologies
of surveillance,tracking,and tracingof subjects
have multiplefacets. They not only imprisonand
oppress people but also provide them with consumerpleasures, prostheticpowers of imagination and subjectivity,as well as convenienceand
arenas of play. Do these contradictions augur
hegemonyor resistance?
Digital Transfers

In a piece published in New Left Review a few
years ago, Julian Stallabrasstakes a firm stand,
claiming that cyberspaceis nothingbut "hi-tech
Hegelianism."Arguing that data have changed
dramatically under digitalization, he points to
the printed phone book as an example of an
If my nightmareis a cultureinhabitedby postolder format-a materialobject that is portable
humanswho regardtheirbodiesas fashionacbut also heavy and awkward, requiring an uncessoriesratherthanthe groundof being, my
derstanding of the fixed order of the numbers.
dreamis a versionof the posthumanthatemBut in cyberspace, he argues, these conditions
braces the possibilities of informationtechare transformedsince information can be "exwithout
seduced
fantasies
of
nologies
being
by
unlimitedpoweranddisembodiedimmortality, tracted from its material support and purified"
so that it can "be in many places at once, and
that recognizes and celebratesfinitudeas a
condition of humanbeing, and that under- sent at near the speed of light." Yet cyberspace
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never does away with representation, because
the only way to access or use the datais through
"a sensorial form" (8). This tension between a
desire for liberationfrom form and its recuperation in simulation haunts many of the discussions of cyberculture.As Stallabrasspoints out,
there is always an unacknowledged or suppressed location in the midst of all this zippy
mobility, primarily through the necessary assumptionof visual form on the computerscreen:
The Hegelianismof the cyberphilesis not one
of process, a form of becoming. [. . .] Rather,it

is a fixedstatein whichthe end of historyand
thetotalrealizationof mindis finallyachieved:
in thisway it is a fixedPlatonicform.Yetdata,
which mustbe handledin the visual arenaof
cyberspace,like numberson the stockmarket,
has alreadybeenabstracted
fromtherealworld
andmadefungible.Itsparticularity
has already
been strippedawayin its reductionto number.
In cyberspace,whereit is givenan apprehensible form, this data must be constantlyanimated,as if in a movie.Giventhatthefunction
of virtualrepresentation
is tiedto movement,a
fixed perfectionlike thatof architecturewill
certainlyelude these forms. Yet even these
clean, mobile cyberspace forms can never
showthe materialsufferingbehinda row of financialfigures,for thishasbeenstrippedaway
a long time ago in the very collectionof data.
Whena formis restoredto thisdata,the "reality" it adoptsis utterlycleansed of anything
thatcannotbe exchanged.
(9)
As Stallabrass argues, much of the discourse of mobility and displacement vis-a-vis
the information technologies and cyberspace
fixes and locates through the appearance of
movementand flux. Yet in critiquingthe romanticization of mobility, he reveals a deep yearning for a humanistrepresentationalpractice. In
asking how it might be possible to "show" the
"materialsufferingbehinda row of financialfigures,"he countersthe dominantdiscourse,which
evacuates the historical and material context
fromthe things of this world,leavingbehindsta-
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tic, alienated numbers, functions, or pure lines
of rationality.
Is there anotherapproach?The telephoneis
an instructiveexample.The gains in time, speed,
and mobilityit has broughtstill leave open questions of context and embodiment.As Peter Hugill has written,telegraphicmessages lack "the
expressive meaning inherentin humanspeech,"
and thus they are "subjectto misinterpretation"
(21). The problem of immediacy, recognition,
and embodied resonance is present throughout
the history of modern communications technologies. But Carolyn Marvin's account of the
culturaleffects of electricity suggests that people used devices like the telephone in ways that
suturedtime and space-such as the two women
she describes who waltzed around a Western
Union parlor in the late 1880s listening to the
music of a hotel band through a telephone receiver (211). Stephen Kern says that the telephone not only allowed people to speak across
great distances, it also encouraged them to
"thinkaboutwhat others were feeling and to respondat once"(69). For all the wonderfulexamples of crazy people calling dearly departed
relatives on the phone or European aristocrats
fighting vainly to keep the technology for their
own spectacles and amusements, in its infancy
the telephone, finally,recuperatedthe dominant
culture's communities of friends and families
versus strangers along with other codes and
practices of power (Marvin 197). If telephones
"whetthe appetitefor visits,"as Kernputs it, expanding lived spaces and intensifying experiences of both intimacyand separation,they also
allowed men to "takeliberties"with the unseen
but palpably"present"female operators(215).
The shift in expectations and ideas about
embodied corporeality,presence, and power in
relationto communicationstechnologies such as
the telephone give us a good sense of some of
the questions we might extend to new information technologies.As KennethLipartitosays, the
telephone made possible a highly successful
"techno-laborsystem" that segmented women
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into lower-paying,limitedemploymentas operators (1091). Thus, historicalexamples remindus
that embodimentdoes not always translateinto
transformativepractices.Yet genderedembodimentin the matrixof mobilityand locationis accomplished in complex and uneven ways. For
example,the tensionbetweendistanceand home
is worth considering in relation to the business
of phone sex, a profession that employs a good
number of women at the turn of this century.
Here the contemporaryemphasis on subjects as
datafinds its way into a debateaboutthe relation
between workers and clients and the politics of
location in sex work. In her description of her
fieldworkwith female phone sex workers,Sandy
Stone arguesthat the commercialtransactionof
the world's oldest profession over the phone involves a kind of datacompression:
Consciouslyorunconsciously,
phonesex workers translateall the modalitiesof experience
into audibleforms.[...] The sex workerstook
an extremelycomplex,highly detailedset of
behaviors,translatedtheminto a single sense
modality,then furtherboiled themdown to a
seriesof highlycompressedtokens.Theythen
squirted those tokens down a voice-grade
phoneline. At the otherend of the line the recipientof all thiseffortaddedboilingwater,so
to speak, and reconstitutedthe tokens into a
fully detailedset of imagesandinteractionsin
(396)
multiplesensorymodes.
On one level, we might argue that all commercial sex involves a kind of compression and
tokenization, a playing out of signs and emblems in a fashion similar to that described by
Stone. What captures my attention in Stone's
discussion is the way she distinguishesbetween
informationand bodies:
[W]hatwas beingsentbackandforthoverthe
wires wasn'tjust information,it was bodies.
The majorityof peopleassumeeroticsimplies
bodies;a bodyis partof theideaof eroticinteractionandits concomitants,
andthe eroticsensibilitiesaremobilizedandorganizedaround
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the idea of a physicalbody thatis the seat of
the wholething.The sex workers'descriptions
wereinvariablyandquitedirectlyaboutphysical bodies [.. .].

(396)

Stone describes a form of travel-bodies compressed into data and transported via "voicegrade phone line" to some kind of proximity
and experience with other bodies elsewhere.
But we could also say that the sex workers'
work was about power and labor as well as diverse kinds of desire. We could also recognize
that there might be more to corporeality than
what can enterinto the performanceof this kind
of communication-such as the sex worker's
sneezing fit or hungerfor lunch. Thus, the physical body at the heart of the communicationremains a matterof representation.Stone bases a
kind of resistanceor progressivepracticeon this
notion of a cyborgian mobility that can be corporealin its eroticismand disembodiedas an articulation of specific technologies, arguingthat
"a disembodiedsubjectivitymesses with whereness. In cyberspace you are everywhere and
somewhere and nowhere, but almost never here
in the positivist sense," disruptingthe location
technologies of the state, which struggle to
maintain the appearance of the "socially and
legally constituted individual" in the face of
continualslippage and flux (399).
The argumentthat positivist "whereness"
can be displaced to produce a subject who is
"manypersons in many places simultaneously"
(400) resonates with recent observations that
territorialityis less and less viable or more and
more questionable (Keith and Pile; Gregory;
Pile and Thrift;Duncan). It speaks, as well, to a
desire for a transformation of the more constraining and oppressive aspects of advanced
capitalism. National governmentsuse every locating and defining tool in their bag of tricks
to preservetheir sovereignty throughthe policing of borders and to limit benefits throughthe
productionof citizenship. The very technology
that promises so much to an inventive and progressive transgendertheorist such as Stone also
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allows surveillance and exclusion. If financial
data and corporate practices are less and less
boundedby the nation,if subjectsperformin increasinglymultiple ways in cyberspace,how do
we account for the multitudinous locating and
trackingcapacities of digital informationtechnologies? Is there a critical practice in between
Stone's desire for transportedmultiplicities of
pleasure and Stallabrass's desire for a way to
importthe sufferingof multitudesinto the transfer of data?Stone and Stallabrasscall for a recognition of their concerns throughengineering,
if you will. Both need to see and feel the fungible, legible, and physical in such invisible transfers. Beyond the liberalconstructsof the unified
Enlightenment subject, Stone seeks pleasure
and Stallabrassseeks justice.
Circuits
The deconstruction of the binary of mobility
and location in the discourses of communications and information technologies, especially
in digital or Internettransactionsand processes,
animatesthe questionof embodimentin historically specific ways. Race mattersin cyberspace,
as do all the other identificatoryepistemologies
of the last several hundredyears (Kolko, Nakamura,and Rodman).The figureof the cyborg, a
mix of flesh and machine,has been discussed at
greatlength by numerouscommentators,and although I do not dwell on it in this essay, it is a
vital player in these questions of the boundaries
and binariesof modernity(Haraway;Gray;Balsamo; Bell and Kennedy). The attachment of
qualitiesand characteristicsto a body is strained
to the limit by data compression,wireless transmissions, miniaturization,and other techniques
and attributesof new technologies. The promise
that the bulky devices of home and office will
be transformed into tools that can fit in our
pockets, glibly prophesiedby Tsugio Makimoto
and David Mannersin their anecdote about the
foiled airplanehijacking, only underscores the
cyborgianmoment.
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I remainskeptical,however,of the value of
cybertheorizingunless the travail, the labor, of
these travels can be articulatedmore carefully.
For example, I learn many things in Stone's
smart and insightful essay, but I do not learn
how much the phone sex workers get paid and
whetherit is enough to live on. Questions about
divisions of labor cannot be left out of an inquiry into representationalpracticesin information and communicationstechnologies. Even in
Stallabrass's critique of the idealism of much
Internetcommentary,there is no discussion of
the people who make the devices that are used
to achieve the dreamof subjectivity(or to order
plane tickets or to look up a book in a distantlibrary). Who suffers, who troubles, who works
these technologies of travel? To keep one's
heart and mind, corporeal or cyber, on the subject of poverty and misery in the contemporary
moment requires a shift of a certain kind. Following GayatriSpivak's destabilizationof radical chic in "Canthe SubalternSpeak?,"we can
no longer simply summon resistance in the figure of the other to suit our critical needs. Politically progressive representation has figured
these Frankensteiniancreatures in despair and
sufferingalone-for example, picturingthe victims of the global assembly line as geared only
for production, their labor power usurped for
the surplus value of the transnationalcorporation. Recent scholarship on the new proletariat
sketches a somewhat different picture-a female worker, most likely, who by gender, age,
and culture is marked for a specific kind of
labor under flexible accumulation, who sends
money home but also spends her wages on consumergoods (Schein; Kang;Sen and Stivens).
Whether it is the government, nongovernmental organizations,or well-meaning academics, everyoneseems to have a view of the proper
attitudetowardand representationalpracticefor
the subject of poverty. At the turn of the nineteenth century, the left labor unions sought to
discipline the female shirtwaistfactory workers
because of their flamboyant style and love of
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fashion. They did not look like downtrodden
victims of capitalism,althoughtheirwages were
low enough. Nan Enstad has arguedthat working women in New Yorkduringthis periodwere
produced as subjects throughconsumption and
that their identity and agency as political organizers and workerswere hamperedby the puritanism and masculinism of the socialist union
leadership. Thus, subjects of labor history can
be reconfiguredin all mannerof ways; the gendered politics of shopping and dress can challenge the methodologies of studyingproduction
and the origin of social change. In addition to
gender and race politics in the United States,
investigating the geopolitics of transnational
divisions of labor can highlight the tensions between mobility and location, between consumption and production,and between resistanceand
hegemony for a more useful critical analysis of
the workingsof labor and technology,including
theirrepresentation.
Transnationalsubjectsareproducedthrough
location as well as mobility, certainly, as national economies dictate who moves to obtain
work and who stays put. These subjects are not
produced simply through the division between
production and consumption. If there are new
consumer subjects, new methodologies are requiredto understandthem. Electronics workers
or domestic workersin transitfor workpurposes
do not have to be viewed as entirely separate
from touristsor otherkinds of travelers;a notion
of travelas an expandedfield in transnationality
producesdifferentlylinked subjects.I am not arguing thatthe monied touristis the same subject
as the migrant worker or that the phone sex
workeris the same subjectas the academicconference goer. But a theorization of travel as a
Foucauldianfield with diverse points in tension
with one anotheror even as a continuumwith an
origin and a discreteitineraryof sites ratherthan
as the olderbinaryof this versusthatmay engender morepluralsubjects.
For much of modernity,Westernor metropolitan subjectshave sought mobility as a pana-

cea for the constraints on identity in capitalist
cultures. Yet a concern with location as the
sourceof knowledge andidentityhas asserteditself in myriad ways. The paradox of standpoint-its Cartesianindividualistand rationalist
legacy along with its communitarian identity
politics-propels theories of displacement and
mobility.New informationand communications
technologies both continue and disturbthis history. A deconstructive approachto cyberspace
might articulateits divisions of laborand materiality, its travailin the sense of travel, along with
its spectacles and pleasures. If theory travels, if
knowledgeremainslinkedto displacement,what
will come to the fore when embodiment enters
the circuit?The materialityof theoryin an era of
globalizationmay mean that subjectswill travel
to know in any numberof ways.
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